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We acknowledge with respect the Lekwungen peoples on whose traditional lands and waterways
we volunteer, learn and play, and the Songhees, Esquimalt and W̱SÁNEĆ peoples whose historical
relationships with the land continue to this day.
The land was important hunting and gathering areas for the Songhees First Nation and
specifically the Kosampson family group. Hundreds of species of plants and game were
harvested for food, clothing, medicines, shelter and ceremony.

Welcome
Introduction of who we are:
• Name
• What brings you to volunteer at the Nature
Sanctuary
• Anything else (brief) that you would like to
share
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Session guidelines:
• Ask questions throughout as needed
• Be respectful of others
• Please mute if there is potential for
background noise (you can press spacebar on
keyboard for quick unmute)
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Orientation Agenda
Introduction to Swan Lake Christmas Hill Nature
Sanctuary
• Brief History
• Frequently Asked Questions
• Rules and Guidelines
Volunteering at the Nature Sanctuary
• Expectations
Current Volunteer Opportunities
Future Volunteer Opportunities

Next Steps
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Introduction to Swan Lake
Christmas Hill Nature Sanctuary
• Nature Sanctuary was founded in 1975
• District of Saanich owns the land
• Nature Sanctuary is a not for profit society manages
site & programs
• Funding comes from District of Saanich, community &
government grants, and from members & donors
Swan Lake area = 130 acres (lake loop, 2.5 km)
• Wetlands and marsh (riparian ecosystem)

Christmas Hill area = 36 acres
• Primarily Garry Oak meadows ecosystem
Both areas home to an incredible array of environmentally
sensitive and some endangered native plants, animal &
insects

Mission and Vision
Mission:
Conserve and restore the Sanctuary grounds and inspire stewardship of
nature through engagement and collaboration.
Vision
Foster deep appreciation and respect for natural systems and the
knowledge and skills to act responsibly on behalf of the environment
and future generations.
Values
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Land Stewardship - Our integrated approach to conserving and restoring Nature Sanctuary ecosystems is grounded in practices that are ecologically sound and based in
science, research and traditional ways of knowing. We are ethical, accountable, and transparent in our work.
Community Engagement - We build relationships with a diverse community of learners, nature lovers, neighbours, partners, advocates and local organizations who are
vital to sustaining and elevating our hands-on ecosystem restoration efforts. Our accessible and welcoming urban greenspace fosters connection with nature and with
each other.
Inspired Action - We encourage curiosity, independent exploration, and discovery of the natural world. Through inquiry-based learning and transformational
experiences, we inspire others to value the critical role that natural systems play in sustaining our quality of life, and to be responsible advocates for nature
conservation now and in the future.
Care and Respect - We cultivate a strong ethic of care and respect for people, for nature and for the relationship between them in our stewardship of the land. Nature
uplifts and renews us and in turn supports community health and wellbeing.
Organizational Sustainability - To increase and sustain our ecosystem restoration work and inspire future generations of stewards, we thoughtfully manage our
financial and human resources, data, and on-site facilities and infrastructure.

What this looks like day to day:
Learn from the past & plan for the future – Staff, supporters, board,
partners and volunteers review data and past strategies and plan
future efforts to protect and preserve this urban oasis.
Education – Staff and volunteers prioritize growth in environmental
knowledge through informal (conversation/info sharing) and formal
(research, classes and workshops) education. This knowledge is
shared through community science and place based learning.
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Hands-on Conservation - Staff and volunteers are active in ecosystem
restoration and invasive plant removal. Reintroduction of native
species, improvement of habitat, and trail maintenance are all parts
of the plan to preserve and protect the Nature Sanctuary.
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Community Involvement – Volunteers, community partners and
businesses all contribute to support the Nature Sanctuary.
Visit the website for more details on conservation action plan.
https://www.swanlake.bc.ca/conservation/management-plans/
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FAQ
Nature House Hours: current 9 am- 3pm Mon-Fri, trails and
parking lot open dawn to dusk every day.
Nature House: has education exhibits, library, classroom & public
washrooms.
• Admission is by donation
• Wheelchair accessible
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Parking is free in the lot, overflow parking available across the
street at 841 Ralph (red house on corner – Martelli house)
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Transit is a short walk away and accessed either on Saanich Rd
or MacKenzie Rd. (check google maps)

Bike racks available beside the Nature House or at 841 Ralph
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Guidelines and Rules
Respect Nature: Stay on the trails, leave no trash, do not pick
or eat plants or flowers, leave trees alone and enjoy wildlife
from a distance.
No Smoking
No Pets
No Bike Riding
No Recreation on the lake
Do not feed the ducks bread

Learn together We are excited to discover new things about
nature so if you have information to share or questions to ask,
please feel free to do so. We are always growing and
learning.
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“Honestly, my favourite thing about the sanctuary is that it exists.
Saanich and the greater Victoria area are lucky to have such a gem of a sanctuary in the middle of an urban
area. Having a space like Swan Lake/Christmas Hill so close and accessible for all is a privilege that we residents
Photo Credit: Julia Dawson
shouldn’t take for granted.” Laurie C SNAP & cookie baking volunteer

Nature Sanctuary Trivia Game
For more history and information about the Nature Sanctuary,
I am happy to send you a PDF of From The Ground Up – A Brief
Guide and History, by Terry Morrison, founding Executive
Director on staff for over 35 years.
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Or visit the Nature Sanctuary website “about” page.
https://www.swanlake.bc.ca/about-us/the-sanctuary/
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Why volunteer at the Nature Sanctuary?
1. Connect with the natural world, with likeminded
people. You will grow new skills and give back to your
community.
2. Respect the natural world through conservation and
education. You will learn and be able to share your
knowledge with others!
3. Protect nature, by restoring and preserving the unique
ecosystems found at the Nature Sanctuary
Volunteers are ambassadors of the Sanctuary and play a
role in championing Swan Lake to visitors, families,
friends, and colleagues. To ensure the best experience
possible for visitors, staff and volunteers, we will take
some time to review the following expectations.

Volunteer Expectations
Commit to your role
Be approachable, dependable and accountable.
• Report for volunteer shifts as scheduled
• Turn off or limit use of cell phones during volunteer shift
• Track or sign in for your volunteer hours
• Communicate well
If you need to resign or take a break from your role, please let the
volunteer coordinator know asap and return any supplies or
equipment you may have been given.
Be Safe
• Wear the approved clothing/uniform for your position
• Do not undertake a task that you are not trained for or is
inappropriate for your personal or physical ability
• Respect confidentiality
• Actively refrain from answering any questions that are not
directly related to the position you are covering
• Do not make statements or give interviews of any kind on
behalf of the Sanctuary unless coordinated through
Volunteer Services or the Executive Director
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Volunteer Expectations
Be Safe continued:
• Do not engage in conflict with visitors, leave situation and
ask for staff support (example - Dogs on property)
Procedure for customer service/complaint resolution:
1. Offer information assuming they do not know the rules.
2. Listen to the visitor and stay calm and kind.
3. View interaction as an opportunity to learn and create positive
action, present facts without arguing. (if possible)
4. Collect notes (if needed) and pass on to staff.
Communicable Disease Prevention
• All volunteers are required to show proof of vaccination.
• Follow current Health and Safety practices including mask
wearing, hand sanitization and physical distancing
• Please do not attend a volunteer shift if you feel ill.
• Staff and volunteers are mutually responsible to ensure
physical distancing is maintained and individuals do not
share tools or equipment
• Staff will update and communicate PHO changes regularly
Questions?
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What you can expect from the
Nature Sanctuary
• You will be welcomed and recognized as a vital
contributor to the Swan Lake team
• You will be given appropriate orientation, training and
tasks
• You will be supported and supervised
• Your personal information will be kept confidential
• You will have access to conflict resolution and support
• You will be provided with references upon request
• You will receive cookies when available!
“I just love the sense of serenity I get every time I visit the nature
sanctuary – even when I’m walking around picking up garbage. I
find it is a unique ecosystem unlike anywhere else I have seen in
greater Victoria.“
Julia O SNAP & Tuesday Crew volunteer
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Current Volunteer Opportunities
• Tuesday & Saturday Crew and Native Plant Gardening
• Participate in ecosystem restoration and invasive
plant removal with a fun and friendly team
• SNAP - Sanctuary Nature Ambassador Program
• Welcome and educate visitors as you walk the
trails plus you monitor trail conditions for safety
while enjoying nature
• Admin/Docent (Indoor role, so may be paused for Covid)
• support visitor experience and education, assist
with admin work (docent – still being developed)
• Silver Swans quilters (Indoor role, so may be paused for Covid)
• These talented ladies raised $6000+ for the Nature
Sanctuary in 2021
• Baking Volunteers
• use your love of baking to provide snacks for our
hard-working volunteers
• Photojournalist submissions
• You can contribute your photos or stories to raise
awareness and connected people to our mission
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Volunteer Opportunities Continued
• Animal Care
• Assist in feeding and caring for both native and
exotic creatures housed in the Nature House
• This is a very popular role, openings are rare
• Social Media and Tech Support
• use your computer skills to support the IT and
social media needs of the Sanctuary
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Volunteer Opportunities for the Future
• Educational Program Support/ Naturalists Assistants
• teach, inspire and help visitors of all ages to
appreciate the natural world
• Board of Governance & planning committees
• Contribute your expertise or develop your skills in
support and promotion of the Sanctuary
• Community Events Assistant
• attend community events (with staff or volunteer
team) to promote the Sanctuary to the public
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Next Steps
You’ve completed orientation, now we will start a discussion (email
or in person) on area(s) where you want to connect
Training for different roles:
Tuesday/Saturday Crews – training on the job
SNAP – official training session with experienced volunteer or
coordinator
Admin/Docent – additional interviews and training
Naturalist Assistant/Animal Care – training sessions with Naturalist
staff
Cookie bakers – start right away using instructions sheet
Other roles – discussed as needed
You will be added to
the weekly volunteer
email list to keep you
informed of new
opportunities and
Nature Sanctuary
activities.

“There’s magic here.”
Sharon R
Office and Native Plant Garden Volunteer

Contact Julia
Volunteer Coordinator
jdawson@swanlake.bc.ca
250– 479-0211 ext 1010

Any final questions?

Thank you!
Contact Julia, Volunteer Coordinator
jdawson@swanlake.bc.ca 250– 479-0211 ext 1010

